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Abstract
Event detection aims to extract events with
specific types from unstructured data, which
is the crucial and challenging task in event
related applications, such as event argument
extraction and event coreference resolution.
In this paper, we propose an event detection system that combines traditional featurebased methods and neural network (NN) models. Experiments show that our ensemble approaches can achieve promising performance
in the Event Nugget Detection task.

1

Introduction

Event detection, also called trigger labelling, aims
to identify the mentions of some predefined event
types. In this paper, we focus on the event extraction task proposed by TAC KBP 2017 competition
(Song et al., 2016). An event nugget, as defined
by the competition annotation guidelines, includes
a word or a phrase of multiple words that instantiates an event, a classification of event, and an indication of the REALIS value (ACTUAL, GENERIC,
or OTHER) of the event. Below are some examples
of event nuggets. The words underlined and in bold
face are event nuggets that represent a single event.
S1: Hillary Clinton was not elected president in 2008. [Elect, OTHER]
S2: The police are investigating the
murder incident.1 [Attack, ACTUAL]
1

This is an example of multi-word event nugget.

S3: Correa was even accused without any
evidences of murder.2 [Attack, OTHER;
Die, OTHER]
S4: Kennedy was shot dead by Oswald.3
[Attack, ACTUAL], [Die, ACTUAL]
In the remaining parts of this paper, we first provide an overview of our system in Section 2. The
following three sections describe the models we proposed in each subtask in detail. Section 6 discusses
the experimental results, and Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2

System Overview

Most existing approaches to event extraction are supervised and can be divided into feature-based and
NN-based methods.
Traditional approaches (Ahn, 2006; Chen and
NG, 2012; Li et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014) usually rely on a series of NLP tools to extract lexical features (e.g., part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition) and sentence-level features (e.g.,
dependency parsing). Although they achieve high
performance, they often suffer from hard feature engineering and error propagation from those external
tools. Recently, neural network models have been
proved to show competitive performance against
traditional models in event extraction. Chen et
al. (2015) propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) to capture lexical features, with a dynamic multi-pooling layer to encode sentence-level
2

This is an example of multi-type event nugget.
There are some cases where multiple event nuggets appear
in the same sentence.
3

clues. While Ghaeini et al. (2016) utilize a recurrent neural network (RNN) to solve the multi-word
event nugget issue. Feng et al. (2016) combine
Bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) and convolutional
neural networks to learn a continuous representation
for each word and predict whether it is an event trigger or not. Methods based on neural networks keep
improving the performance on event extraction, and
yield state-of-art.
Inspired by previous work, our system combines
the feature-based method and neural-network-based
method. Specifically, we first preprocess the raw
text using Stanford CoreNLP tools (Manning et
al., 2014), including sentence splitting, tokenization, POS tagging, lemmatization and named entity
recognition. Then we input these sentences into a
conditional random field (CRF) model, a maximum
entropy (MaxEnt) model, and a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) model, separately. Finally, we ensemble outputs from different models at
last.

3

Feature-based Method

Our feature-based method follows the standard
pipeline paradigm, which divide event nugget detection into three subtasks:
1. trigger identification: recognize the event trigger, which is the main word or phrase that most
clearly expresses the occurrence of an event.
2. trigger classification: assign an event type and
subtype for an identified trigger
3. REALIS classification: assign a REALIS value
for an identified trigger.
3.1

Trigger Identification

In the first step, we consider event trigger identification as a sequence labelling task. Sentences are
tagged in the BIO scheme, where each token is labeled as B if it is the beginning of an event trigger, or
I if it is inside a trigger, or O otherwise. We use two
traditional classifiers, a Max Entropy model (Berger
et al., 1996) and a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
model (Lafferty et al., 2001). The feature templates
used for trigger identification in different models are
listed in Table 1.

Feature Templates
wi−2 wi−1 wi
wi−1 wi
wi
wi wi+1
wi wi+1 wi+2
pi−1 pi
pi
pi pi+1
li−2 li−1 li
li−1 li
li
li li+1
li li+1 li+2
si
wordnet synseti

Max Entropy
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

CRF
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 1: Feature templates used in each model. w, p,
l, s represents word, POS tag, lemma, and stem respectively. wordnet synseti indicates the WordNet synset
that word wi belongs to.

Max Entropy Model We only keep those features
that appear more than 3 times in the training set. For
example, if a bigram feature appears 4 times in the
training set, then we will keep it. Otherwise, we will
discard this feature if it appeared less than 4 times
in the training set. We use the implementation of Le
Zhang 4 for all max entropy classifiers in our system.
CRF Model The feature templates used in Max
Entropy and CRF are designed to be slightly different, in order to obtain complementary contributions
from the two classifiers. We use the CRF implementation from the CRF++ toolkit 5 .
3.2

Trigger Classification

Although the event type system in Rich ERE Annotation Guidelines is a two-level hierarchy, we only
consider the subtype level for classification since no
subtype is shared by two or more first-level types.
We build a Max Entropy model to perform the type
classification task, where the feature templates we
used are listed in Table 2.
However, Max Entropy model is not a flawless solution because it only assign one type for each trigger, while one trigger may possibly have multiple
4
5

https://github.com/lzhang10/maxent
https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/

Feature
wif irst∼ilast
sif irst∼ilast
synsetif irst∼ilast
wi−2 wif irst
wi−1 wif irst
wi+1 wilast
wi+2 wilast
nearest entity

Description
words in a trigger
stems in a trigger
WordNet synsets in a trigger
wi−2 and first word of a trigger
wi−1 and first word of a trigger
wi+1 and last word of a trigger
wi+2 and last word of a trigger
the nearest entity to a trigger

Table 2: Feature templates used in our Max Entropy
model for trigger classification. Note that one trigger may
contain multiple words.
Feature
wif irst∼ilast
wi−2 wif irst
dwi−1 wif irst
wi+1 wilast
wi+2 wilast
pif irst∼ilast
sif irst∼ilast
mif irst∼ilast

Description
words in a trigger
wi−2 and first word of a trigger
wi−1 and first word of a trigger
wi+1 and last word of a trigger
wi+2 and last word of a trigger
POS tags of words in a trigger
suffixes of words in a trigger
modal auxiliaries of words in a trigger

Table 3: Feature templates used in our Max Entropy
model for REALIS classification.

subtypes. We find that co-occurrence based heuristic rules can help to classify multi-type triggers.
First, we collect all triggers that may have multiple types, and record their most probable subtype
combinations in the training set. Since most of them
can be both single-type and multi-type with respect
to the context, we need also develop a classifier
to determine whether this appearance of the trigger
should have multiple subtypes or not in the given
sentence. Specifically, if the current trigger is in our
collected multi-type trigger list, we will use the Max
Entropy model described in this section to output
prediction scores for each subtype. If the difference
of scores between top 2 subtypes is smaller than 0.5,
then we will consider this trigger as a multi-type
trigger, and assign the most probable subtype combination for this trigger.
3.3

REALIS Classification

Similar to the above subtasks, we build a Max Entropy model to perform the REALIS classification,
where the features we use are listed in Table 3.

S4
NNattack
NNdie
NNelect

Kennedy was shot dead by Oswald.
O O B-ACTUAL O O O
O O O B-ACTUAL O O
O O O O O O

Table 4: Examples of output sequences by three NN
models trained for different event types, attack, die and
elect.

4

Neural Network Method

Unlike previous feature-based method, we jointly
learn trigger identification and REALIS classification by one neural network to reduce the error propagation problem of a pipeline model.
4.1

Tagging Scheme

To address the multi-word trigger and multi-type
trigger issues as mentioned in Section 1, we treat
event nugget detection task as a sequence labeling
problem. For each event type type, we train a
neural network model that labels each sentence in
the BIO scheme. Specifically, a word is labeled as
B-REALIS if it is the beginning of a trigger with
regard to a type event whose REALIS value is
REALIS, or I-REALIS if it is inside a trigger, or
O otherwise. For better understanding, resulting sequences of S4 labeled by models of different event
type are listed in Table 4. As we train the models
for each type independently, one word can belong to
several types.
Next, we introduce the layers in our BiGRU-CRF
network one-by-one from bottom to top.
4.2

BiGRU Network

Recurrent neural networks maintain a memory
based on historical contextual information, which
makes them a natural choice for processing sequential data. Long Short-Term Memory (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) is explicitly designed to
solve the long-term dependency problem through
purpose-built memory cells. For the event detection task, if we access to both past and future contexts for a given time, we can make use of more
sentence-level information and make better prediction. This can be done by bidirectional LSTM networks. A forward LSTM network computes the hid→
−
den state ht of the past (left) context of the sentence

at word wt , while a backward LSTM network reads
←
−
the same sentence in reverse and outputs ht given
the future (right) context. In our implementation,
we apply a variation of LSTM units, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014), which is found
to be superior to LSTM on a suit of tasks by Chung
et al. (2014). We concatenate these two vectors
to form the hidden state of a BiGRU network, i.e.
→
− ←
−
ht = [ ht ; ht ].
4.3

CRF layer

We propose a BiGRU-CRF model that considers the
correlations between labels in neighborhoods and
jointly decodes the best sequence of labels via a CRF
layer. Given an input sentence of length n, we consider P to be a matrix of confidence scores output
by BiGRU network. P is of size n × e, where e is
the number of distinct tags, and Pi,j correspond to
the confidence of the j-th tag for the i-th word in
a sentence. We add a state transition matrix A in
CRF layer such that Ai,j represents the score of a
transition from label i to label j. We take into account neural network outputs and transition scores,
and score a sentence X along with a path of labels
y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } to be
score(X, y) =

n
X
i=0

Ayi ,yi+1 +

n
X

Pi,yi ,

(1)

i=1

where y0 and yn+1 are the special labels, start
and end, that we add to the set of possible labels. A
is therefore a square matrix of size (e + 2) × (e + 2).
We normalize this score over all possible label sequences ỹ using a softmax, and we interpret the resulting ratio as a conditional label sequence probability over all possible label sequences:
exp(score(X, y))
.
ỹ∈Y exp(score(X, ỹ))

p(y|X) = P

(2)

We implement this neural network using Tensorflow library (Abadi et al., 2016). The 100-dimension
word embeddings are pre-trained on the Wikipedia
dump, and fine-tuned during training. And the size
of BiGRU unit is set to be 64. All models share
a generic stochastic gradient descent forward and
backward training procedure. Parameter optimization is performed using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with gradient clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013).

We apply the dropout method (Srivastava et al.,
2014) on both the input and output vectors of all
models to alleviate overfitting.

5

Ensemble

Since we have more than one predictors in each subtask, we need to combine the outputs of each model
to produce more reliable results. Our ensemble strategy follows the same three-step pipeline paradigm as
feature-based method.
In the trigger identification step, we train a Max
Entropy model, a CRF model and a BiGRU-CRF
model. The first two models simply predict whether
a word is in a trigger, while BiGRU-CRF models
predict the BIO label with respect to different event
types. So we first combine the results of BiGRUCRF models by following rules:
1. If a word is labelled as B by any BiGRU-CRF
model, label the word as B
2. If a word is labelled as I by any BiGRU-CRF
model, label the word as I
3. If a word is labelled as O by all BiGRU-CRF
model, label the word as O
After determining the result of BiGRU-CRF models, we predict the final label by majority voting.
In the second step, for each event type e, we calculate a new score of every word in the sentences
according to the formulas below:
1
scoree =
+ N Ne
f eature ranke
(
0.8 when labele = B or I
N Ne =
0
otherwise

(3)
(4)

f eature ranke is the confidence score rank of
type e among all event types. And labele is the
label output by the BiGRU-CRF model trained for
event type e. As an event trigger could be annotated
with multiple event types, the resulting scores are
further enhanced in a multi-type style using the cooccurrence based heuristic rules introduced in Section 3.2.
In the third step, we also calculate a new score for
each REALIS value r with the following formulas:
scorer =

1
+ N Nr
f eature rankr

(5)

Attributes
plain
mention type
realis status
type+realis

Attributes
plain
mention type
realis status
type+realis

Precision
65.91
57.84
48.12
42.21

Micro
Recall
43.86
38.49
32.02
28.08

F1
52.67
46.22
38.45
33.73

Precision
66.46
58.70
48.56
42.56

Macro
Recall
44.39
39.44
33.27
29.33

F1
53.23
47.18
39.49
34.73
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Table 5: Results on the final test set.

(
0.8
N Nr =
0.2

when label = r
otherwise

(6)

f eature ranke is the confidence score rank of
value r, while label is the output of BiGRU-CRF
model introduced in Section 4. We choose the value
that gets maximum score as final prediction.
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system that can detect event triggers and assign an
event type and a REALIS value to each trigger. This
system incorporates many effective classifiers and
obtains promising results in the final evaluations.
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